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advice would have helped.   Equally it was a pity that all
British control over the Egyptian police was to go. It was not
that we were wanting to be the dragooning hand over Egypt,
but merely a plea for experienced advisers if a period of tran-
sition was to be successral. He went on to develop the ambi-
guities affecting the rights of foreigners in Egypt. When the
Egyptian Government failed to maintain law and order, was
the responsibility for foreigners to be referred back to the
British Government?   And who was to  decide that the
Egyptian Government was not fulfilling its functions? How
was our status affected by the Optional Clause? Did the 1922
reservations still hold good?   Was the intervention of a
foreign power in Egypt still e an unfriendly act * ?   Our re-
sponsibility for Egypt was real. We had virtually saved the
country from bankruptcy and had multiplied the productivity
of its soil by about three hundred times.  But he urged that
genuine satisfaction should not turn into unimaginative com-
placency.  Because Parliamentary institutions were good for
us it did not follow that they spelt progress or happiness
for the people of Egypt.  * The Nordic races up to a point
have worked Parliamentary Government fairly well, but there
your proof stops. The European examples of 1929 of those
States which had found it impracticable to work Parliamen-
tary Government were Spain, Italy, and Jugoslavia.   In the
Middle East the evidence was far more emphatic. You can-
not find a more acute and quieter people than the Persians—
but Parliament was not for them. There were the Turks with
all the stability essential for debate, but Parliament was not
for them.   They preferred benevolent or malevolent auto-
cracy.   If possible benevolent, but malevolent was better to
them than democracy as we know it.
There was one instance where Eden felt a really demo-
cratic Government might succeed and that was among the
Arab tribes of Hejaz and Yemen. * I would suggest to the
Foreign Secretary that if he wants a holiday task he might go
along with Ms Parliamentary Private Secretary to Arabia and
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